
HOW TO WRITE A PRESS RELEASE EMAIL SUBJECT

so your press release has to grab me from the subject line. Your subject line should make clear that the news you're
releasing fits in with my.

You only have one chance to make a first impression. Instant help from the chat agent when I was unsure of a
step in the filing process. Being geeks, we were convinced that by crunching the data click and open rates of
more than 1 million email pitches we would be able to find answers to those questions. Eugene K 28 Jan As
usual, erelease makes press release posting fast and easy. Is it more effective to let the reader know they are
receiving a press release? After our initial email a conversation started. In one case, a flak forwarded me some
politically-charged spam about Israel and Palestine. As such, I have no interest in writing about the subject.
That means that every story, labeled or unlabeled, gets treated equally. We asked about the inner workings of
the media, the methods used to select newsworthy content, and what their mailboxes looked like. Just
remember that you have to sell me on the story, and I have to turn around and sell an editor. Did we mention
reporters receive hundreds of pitches per day? The better you get at writing subjects, the more likely you are to
see better open rates, and even publication acceptance. For example, they can welcome a fan as they enter the
stadium or deliver a coupon as they walk past the team store. There is more. I probably would have opened a
release with a subject like "Venues greet fans through mobile" or "Further integrating mobile with venues.
Gary S Everyone at eReleases is tremendously helpful and customer focused. This image is unique to every
email you send. Heather D Makes uploading press releases so easy compared to other sites. During the purge,
which was the first such undertaking in over two years, I came across hundreds of press releases and emails
from PR people. Your subject line should make clear that the news you're releasing fits in with my reporting.
There are other quicker ways to make that connection. Obviously, every reporter and every outlet is different,
so that doesn't mean there isn't any reporter out there who would be interested in the partnership between the
companies. Each time someone opens your email and views the images in it, we know which email was
opened. This is an interesting question that has been brought up numerous times by public relation
professionals. Yours should stand out; not blend in with the masses. Press release headlines aren't always
compelling email subject lines Cutting and pasting the headline of the press release is quick and easy, but it
might not grab my attention. As a provider of tools for PR teams, we were keen to find an answer. Not to
mention the reach we get : Fiaa C Seoul, South Korea 18 Mar I liked the clear statement of the order process,
but it's uncomfortable I need to write an email to change my order. The purpose of the subject line is to inform
the recipient what the message is about. No problem. So we sent the question to list of journalists, bloggers
and influencers. We have been using eReleases for a number of years due to the uniformity and consistency of
quality, service and affordability. Join us in Chicago to find out. Brutal, I know. I would conservatively
estimate 60 percent of the pitches I receive are on topics or story angles I would never cover for any of the
outlets where I report. We buy bulk credits to keep cost per release low.


